
MADE IN USA

Semi-Tropic Water District ⋅ Wasco, CA ⋅ 980 kW

Manufacturer: SolarWorld Americas

Location of manufacture: United States

Description of operation: Multiple rows of three modules mounted in landscape are linked together and driven by a single linear 
actuator. A patented Dynamic Coupling Element swing arm efficiently converts the actuator's linear 
motion to rotary motion of the modules. Articulating links accommodate uneven terrain. Programmable 
Logic Controllers actuate the drive motors via variable frequency drives. Early-morning and late-
afternoon backtracking along with intelligent proprietary wind stowing maximizes energy production 
and minimizes failures.

Efficient design: The push-pull design simply and efficiently transfers linear motion from an electric actuator to the 
tracking motion of the modules. Each motor drives 250 kW to 1,000 kW, reducing installation time and 
maintenance costs.

Design flexibility: The Suntrac single-axis tracker is custom configured for each site and can accommodate varying terrain 
and non-rectangular boundaries.

Efficient installation: Three modules are mounted in landscape format to form a panel. The panel can be pre-assembled for 
faster installation.

Thoroughly tested: The Suntrac single-axis tracker was wind tunnel tested by an internationally known test lab. Individual 
components were tested for strength. Actuators and bearings were tested for life including severe dust 
conditions.
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MEchanicaL

ELEcTricaL anD conTroLs

insTaLLaTion anD opEraTion

Tracking type Horizontal single-axis

application Utility-scale solar power plants

Module configuration Three modules in landscape. Pre-panelizing possible

Tilt angle -45° to +45°

row length 205 feet standard. Configurable for other lengths depending on site

array height 51" standard

Ground cover ratio Configurable from 33% to 50%. 5.6 acres at 33% GCR

Materials Hot-dipped galvanized steel, high-strength steel, aluminum, lubrication-free bearings

Bearings Polymer, tested for 30 years of life. Easily replaceable if needed

Drive type Electric linear actuator

kW per actuator Up to 250 kW DC

Motor type 1 hp, 3-phase, 480 V AC

Motor drive Variable frequency

controls Central PLC controller with MODBUS and Ethernet

operator interface User-friendly screens fit any PC

Field assembly Assembly only, no field welding, no field fabrication

solar tracking method Proprietary algorithm

Backtracking Included

Wind stowage Proprietary algorithm for maximum production

Energy gain vs. fixed-tilt Up to 25%, depending on site

Warranty 10 years structure, 5 years drive train (10 years available)

Made in Usa Yes

solarworld.com
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